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q Acti~n Line 619
! Opens Today For •

~-·.,

Calls, Service

~

"Action Line 619" begins today as a new service by
f~ The Oracle staff for the University Community. accordI ing to Editor Harry Haigley.
f
In Action Line 619, anyone in the USF community can
,, find out why something was done, why if was not done or
attempt to prod action out of some one in the University.
(See related editorial, page 4.)
~
Members of The Oracle Editorial Board will investigate the problems presented by caners and give their
findings in a weekly column entitled, "Action Line 619."
~--·
To use this service, all you have to do is dial USF ex~ tension619andaskforthe"Action Line."
f.-B
A member of The Editorial Board will then take your
~ complaint, gripe, or request for action.
The call will then be investigated and the findings
, presented in The Oracle.
Names will not be used in the column, but callers are
_ asked to identify themselves to aid members of the Editorial Board in their investigation of the problem.
~:~
Anonymous calls will be accepted.
Any subject or item of public or private interest may be called into Action Line.
If action cannot be taken on a suggestion or gripe,
r The Editorial Board will give a full explanation of the circumstances and why action cannot be taken.
If officials in the University or others who are pre~ sented with your problems will not act or cannot, The
Eidtorial Board will attempt to begin action.
"All you have to do is call 619," Haigley said, "And
we'll find out why or why not."
The service begins today.
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The two-party system finally became a reality at USF
when VOTE party won seven
seats in the legislature in last
Wednesday's Student Association (SA) election.

~

Subscription Rate
Page 4

VOTE Snares 7 Seats
In Student Legislature
ByJEFFWEIL
Staff Writer
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Students For Responsible
Government (SRG) won 12
seats in the election.
"CONSIDERING VOTE was
only organized for a week,
and the candidates only had
two days in which to campaign, we did very well in the

*

Pres. Hogue Announces
,
& Executive Appointments
·~.·

~w

<

:
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Student Association Presi' dent John Hogue, has an"1 nounced several executive appointments.
Scott Barnett, who was the
·. chairman of SRG last trimester, is the new Secretary of
·~ Special Services, replacing
'1 John Paul Jones Jr.
1
j Dave Searles, secretary of
~ finance, Lee Fugate, secret
f
d 1. ffa' s nd
· ~:~eo c~~:e:. cs:cre~/ of
, public relations were all
reappointed to their respective positions.
•··
Steve Rissman is the new
:¥1 attorney general replacing
,J·~
Vice President Don Gifford.

'l

r

One of the two vacancies on
the Student Court of Review
will be filled by Dave Hurkett.
Mark Abbott is the new chairman of the Elections Rules
Committee replacing Vince
Osborne who graduated in December.
Some other major appointments by Hogue were Cam
Wallace, executive press secretary John Chamberlin, secretary of external affairs
Mike Savidge, secretary of
student affairs Bob Calvert,
secretary of auxiliary services Perry Spoto, newsletter
editor and Michelle Milliken,
historian.

elections," said Jim Cooner,
VOTE chairman.
VOTE picked up seven
seats in the legislature and as
many as 18 seats have been
committed to VOTE, he said.
"With two parties in the
Student Association we will
have a more constructive and
progressive student government," said Cooner.
SA PRESIDENT J o h n
Hogue and Vice President
Don Gifford both said that the
two-party system will work to
the SA's advantage and that
VOTE would have done better
if they would have had time
to set up an organized campaign.
In the College of Basic
Studies, a record 555 votes
were cast as SRG won six
seats to VOTE's three. Three
seats were also won by independents.
Joe Kalis, Dave Pettigrew,
Woody Woodward, C h u c k
Tonkin, Mary Herman, and
Cindy Blumenfeld were all
winners on the SRG ticket.

THE VOTE winners were
Bob Pasternack, Lucy
Starnes, and Jim Cooner;
-~~·~,..-.-~;...~iit~~~_.r;~... .. . ;;~-,;;t?i.Nt;tA!;)~.~m:r.~lll~;\=!;~A;,;~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - while Rick Catlin, Cam Wallace, and Cheri Chaney all
won on the independent ticket.
In the College of Business
Administration, SRG picked
up two seats because Sam
Gordon and Wade Parsons
were unopposed.
Sharon Mortes, and Carol
Winter, both members of
VOTE, and Kathy Hess of
SRG were all unopposed in
the College of Education.
A total of 29 votes were cast
in the College of Liberal Arts
as SRG picked up thrt>e seat.,
to VOTE's two. Henry Calas,
Six students are free on to minors. He was released have been keeping the Wild activities of USF students and Mike Savidge, and Bettie Ann
bond after they were arrested under $250 bond.
Boar under constant surveil- faculty in connection with the Huff were all SRG winners,
during a raid at the Wild
Two other youths were ar- lance since last June in con- Wild Boar.
while Claude Scales and Pier
Boar over a week ago. About rested in the raid and charged nection with the alleged drug
Cecioni won on the VOTE
"DURING THE period of ticket.
three hours after the raid, a with minor in possession of ·violations. He added that no
fire broke out in the frame beer and false identification. arrests had been made pre- our investigation, our deputies
structure at 13604 N. NebrasWilliam Shelly, a c()-owner viously because such would observed signs of homosexual
ka Ave. (See related editorial, of the Wild Boar, told have interfered with his de- activites among the patrons of
the Wild Boar.
page four).
Tampa Tribune reporters that tective's undercover work.
"On July 12, one of our unFire inspectors, after inves- the raiding officers were curs·
Ramsey said, "We were
tigating the cause of the fire,
ing and manhandling cus- also interested in the activi- dercover deputies made conHolly Gwinn - · veteran of
discounted the possibility of tomers. He said he had some ties of the Neo-American tact with one member of the
arson. Observers had accused 30 witnesses who can testify Church in Tampa which had Neo-American Club who was more than a dozen USF prosheriff's deputies of moving a to this including university members attending USF and listed as the Chief Boo Hoo of ductions-is back again! This
Tampa.
time she's a domineering
plug on a juke-box which is professors, students and their frequenting the Wild Boar."
"This individual was a USF wife, "Domina," in "A Funny
said to have shifted, causing have been keeping the Wild
RAMS E Y CONTINUED,
the fire.
Boar under constant surveil- "On occasions, professors student at that time, and ar- Thing Happened On the Way
Arrested by sheriff's depu- in like storm troopers . . . cit- from the university were seen ranged a sale of $50 worth of to The Forum." She's joined
ties on drunkenness charges izens don't have to put up in the Wild Boar and on one LSD while at the Wild Boar. by 13. other USF students in
were David N. Roubos, 2CB, with this."
occasion, t\vo of our deputies The sale later fell through but the musical - comedy that
Steven M. Avery, 3PS, and
CAPT. R. D. Ramsey of the were invited fo, and attended, only after the party made sev- tickled the funnybones of
Coy J. Whitworth, 3CB.
Hillsborough County Sheriff's a party in the home of one eral long distance telephone Broadway audiences f o u r
Charges of interferring with vice squad, told the Tribune USF faculty member who is calls and sent several tele- years ago.
"A Funny Thing" is scheda police officer were lodged the raid stemmed from a pre- still in association with the grams."
The Wild Boar is C()-Owned uled for two Thursday against George D. Gaddis, vious investigation concerning college.
4SO, Harvey R. Studebaker, the sale and possession of
"During the entire investi· by G. Wagner, a former USF through - Saturday runs: Feb.
4PC.
drugs, specifically marijuana gation we kept Mr. Palmer instructor who resigned last 16-18 and Feb. 23-25. Performances are at 8:30p.m.
THE BARTENDER, Arthur and LSD.
Wee, an investigator from the year.
Last week, the Sheriff's OfTickets for the production
W. Gottschalk, 4CB, was
Vice Chief Ramsey said he State Board of Regents, adcharged with the sale of beer and several of his detectives vised of our activities and the fice decided to toss the charg- go on sale today at the Theaes against several USF pro- tre box-office, open 1-5 p.m.,
fessors to an administrative Monday through F r i d a y.
investigation by the State Prices are as follows: USF
Board of Regents. Ramsey students - $1.00; staff, Founsaid, "Although we have dation members, and other
grounds for criminal charges students- $1.25; general pubagainst several USF people, lic- $2.50.
we're going to forward our inFor further information on
formation to Board of Regents "A Funny Thing," see the
Harrison Covington was Beecher. who has asked tv be chairman of the Art Depart- investigator Palmer Wee and Fine Arts section, page 6, in
named today as the new asso· released from his administra· ment since 1962. He holds two see what action they take." today's Oracle.
ciate dean and director of the tive duties. The change goes degrees from the University
Fine Arts Division of Liberal into effect this summer.
of Florida and has won many
Arts.
Covington came to the Uni· prizes for his paintings. His
He will succeed Dr. A. A. versity in 1961 and has been work has been exhibited in
more than 40 shows throughout the nation.
He also is one of seven Florida artists whose pictures
hang in the Florida pavillion
of the New York World's Fair.
Six students received disci- unless a public hearing is reIn 1964, he was awarded a plinary action from the quested by them.
Guggenheim Fellowship for Deans' office and the Board of
IN ANOTHER CASE, a
Several USF staff members ligiosa, Journal of Education study
in Italy and other art Discipline & Appeals recently male student was suspended
have recently been elected to of- (India), and Forum on Technol· centers.
in connection with property by the Deans' Office for asfices or appointed to positions in ogy and Nation.
Covington is a native of damage, theft of property, as- sault and ungentlemanly conseveral prominent professional The American Chemical SodHillsborough County and is a sault and ungentlemanly con- duct toward a coed. The asorganizations.
ety Division of Chemical Educaduct.
sault took place last trimesIn the English Department, tion has named Dr. P. Calvin graduate of Plant City High
Three male resident stu- ter. Under the terms of the
School.
During
World
War
II
Dr. Edgar W. Hirshberg, was Maybury, chairman and profesden ts were found guilty of suspension, the student may
recently elected president of the sor of chemistry, program he served as a fighter pilot.
willfully damaging another enroll in the University after
Dr.
Beecher
said
he
was
Florida English Association, chairman for their national
giving up his administrative student's car causing $83 dam- a period of time specified by
and Robert S. Carr, has been meeting.
work
next summer because of age. The University, on rec- the Dean of Men.
named a judge in the nation· Dr. Guy Forman, chairman
ommendation of the Board of
Another male student was
wide short story competition and professor of physics, was health reasons but he will conDiscipline, placed all three on suspended from USF after he
tinue
as
a
professor
in
the
sponsored by the National Soci- elected chairman of the SouthDisciplinary probation and caused $384 damage to a bathety of Arts and Letters.
eastern Section of the American Fine Arts program.
two of them were denied use room in Alpha Hall. The acDr. Alfonso Gonzalez, chair- Physical Society.
Beecher is a graduate of ll· of their automobiles on camtion was taken against the
man and associate professor of Other appointments include 1inois Wesleyan University pus.
freshman after he failed to
geography, was appointed pro- M. G. Kobasky, program advis- and was awarded the honorA person who is placed on give sufficient reason for his
gram chairman and a member er of the Center for Continuing ary degree of Doctor of Hu- such probation at USF is not
deed. The student tore two
of the Professional Standards Education, who has been named mane Letters from his alma allowed to participate in
bathroom doors off their hinand Status Commfssion of the southeastern regional represen- mater in 1962.
many campus functions in- ges and severely cracked
Florida Society of Geographers. tative for the Committee on
He joined the faculty in cluding the holding of office some granite in the room.
Henry Winthrop, Chairman of Education for the Aging of the 1959, after serving for nine and may not represent the
The student involved in the
Interdisciplinary Social Sci· Adult Education Association of years as Director of the Divi- University
in
activities. bathroom incident was made
ences, has been appointed to the the U.S., and educational advis- sion of Fine Arts at the Uni- Names of students involved in to make restitution.
Most of
editorial board of Sociologia Re- er to the Arthritis Foundation. versity of Florida.
Board hearings are withheld the money was taken from his
~
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SHERIFF'S DEPUTIES STRIKE

Six Students Charged
In Recent Tavern Raid

'A Funny Thing'

Tickets On Sale

.Covington Named New Dean
Of LA's Fine Arts Division

* *

USF Staff Members Win
Professional Titles

l . .'l I

The spirit of the 'God Is Dead' movement· is portrayed in this college, photographed by student Mike Bixenman.

Altizer Draws
Crowds ·During
Two Day Visit
By HARRY HAIGLEY
' Editor

urn seats 250.
But after the theologian
began to speak, in what
The chief disciple and es- seemed to some as a revivalpous~r of the "God Is Dead"
istic manner, the crowd quietmovement, Dr. Thomas J. Al- ed down and attempted
to
tizer, brought to USF last deal with his theories.
week the ideas and theology
Speiling out such terms
that rocked the religious. as "transcendentalism,"
"badworld a little more than a faith instead
of good," "a
year a,go.
more and more incarnate and
Altizer spoke to students immanent God" and "the
during two sessions• - one odorous
decaying smell of the
Thursday night as' part of the
cor_pse- of God;" he presented
Univf!rsity lecture series· and his idea of'
God.
one· Friday afternoon af a
· .He . presented the BibiiccH
"Meet ' The Author Sessron." -ljiS.tocy~ aritl. death- of, Jesus
Thllrday night he ~ok~ in :Christ. But, instead of "jutrlp'·
the Business Auditorium be- ing back into heaven,"
Ch[ist
fore.a ,packednouse. Students, remained in the world
in· an
clel'gy, Catholic priests and .incarnate form.
sisters along ~th a few busi"What God did," he . said,
ness men packed the building "was empty,,
Himself of tranto over seati,ng capacity. Stu- scendence." He became
totaldents·were sitting in the aisles, ly immanent in the universe,
on thf1 stage and an estimated but he did
not, immediately
two to three hundred stood become all of the universe,
he
outside unable to enter the said.
building.
TWS < ·"MOVEMENT of
UNJV,ERSITY OFFICIALS God" to , become more and
respond,ed quick:ly to the de- more immanent culminated.
mand and an outside speaker in~the J:9.th century and it is
system was installed just be· because of this that Christianity i'n~. lite · :zoth century is
fore his talk began.
Inside the auditorium there crumbling and ccllapsing, in
was ·4tughing, jostling, and a the "older" fo'Pms ··of worship.
Thus, '1\e said, "The death of
"rev~aJistic" spirit as the."·
wall ttl w.all humanity waited God was when He made this
to hea~ ,Altizer. The auditori- passage from transeendance
to immanence."
He also s~id it was the ''respoiJSibHity of those at "creative edge" .• of humanity to
point out this~ ni·ovement.
"Within this movem~nt,
God is known in,-and is mar'iifest in human consciousness,
'· <in ever· more diStant. fdrm,"
he said..
dorm fees and food card
"The tomb of God," he said,
funds. He must pay the bal., "i~ what we are bound to in
. the form of that which is mysance.
. t~rious, guilt, lifeless and is
IN OTHER A-<JTION by the the source of all dread."
Board of Discipline, a male
HE ALSO pointed out what
student received disciplinary he called a lack of a "joyous"
probation for stealing and at- God concept in literature and
tempting to sell a stolen text art forms. He said that the
book. According to the Deans' punishing or wrathful God
Office, there are usually three "image" is seen in all of
modor fou r cases at the end of ern literature and in most
each trimester.
paintings dealing with religion
The student was asked to on a diety in Western culture.
return the book to its owner
"We should be liberated
and make restitution of the from our 'good faith' in the
money received for it.
belief of the transendent God
The Office of the Dean of and live in bad faith," he
Men announced last week that said.
no action would be taken
During the talk, he present·
against the USF students that ed the image of a man who
were arrested in several inci- had worked with an idea for a
dents at the Wild Boar until long time and now was trying
their conviction. The reason to communicate his thoughts.
given was that the University The first half of his talk creathad no evidence of its own to ed somewhat of an "intellecproceed with disciplinary ac- tual tension" as students at·
tion.
tempted to discover what he

Six Students Cited.
By Board Of Appecds

meant by "God Is Dead."
Then, although it was impossible to define the exact
moment, he did communicate
and many suddenly seemed to
grasp what be was saying.
During the second session
Friday, he gave a brief introduction about two books he
authored and C()-authored, and
then answered questions from
the floor.
He appeared for the session
in the striking. combination of
a blue suit, bright yellow shirt
and red tie.
Throughout both talks before students, he seemed
eager, intelligent and attempting 1o communcate.
THE l\IEETING was moved
from the University Center to
the Teaching Auditorium and
the building was nearly
three-fourths filled with students.
Many of those who questioned AUlzer seemed to be
asking for- ways to deal with
his concepts and often heard
was "How to you explain
4

• • ,,

Althougl1 he attempted to
keep his talk on theological
gl't)unds, lt often bordered on
what a 'pers6ll should or
should not do with his religiQil.
Qne elderly man, who
spoke with a foreign accent,
~tood ,up and delivered What
mus~ have: been a well prepared diss~tation during the
lifSt few moments of Altizer's
talk. .Tlhe:' man ended with a
1)rief statement with what
sounded like, "lf God is dead,
theh long ,live God."

CORE Leader Speaks
Thursday In BSA

i

"Civil Rights Revolution ;
in America' ' will be dis- j
cussed Thursday by James
Farmer, the national director of the Congress of Ra- '
f cial Equality. Farmer has
r been nationally recognized
through his participation in
the Civil Rights movement.
He was sentenced to 40 1
days in jail because of his
freedom ride in Mississippi . 1
and he received national
publicity for picketing the i
World's Fair in 1964.
The lecture, being sponsored by the University
Lecture Series will be held
in the Business Administration Auditorium at 8:30 l
p.m. Thursday.
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Psychologists
Discuss Sex

try F stival

H r In Mar

CLASSIFIED ADS
7. HELP WANTED

1. AUTOMOTIVE

•

Want to be more
than a face
in the crowd?

h

Student poets and oral readers have been invited to enter
tryouts to represent USF In
the Fourth Flot'ida Poetry
Festival according to Almll J.
Sa~ett, professor ot speech
and director of festival. n J•
ta be held h~re ~artlh 10 and

11.

Original poems st10uld be
submitted in triplicate to thtt
office of the Speech Dep!lrtment, Engineering B\Ulding
(ENG) 33 by 5 p.m Tuesday,
Feb. 14, They should nave the
auther's name, address ~nd
telepl)one number. Oral readera must sign on sheeta posted
beside the door to the affice
no late!' than 5 p.m. next
Wednesday.

BOTH GRADUAT.E; and llO·
dergraduate students are eligible. Those chollen to repre
sent USF will join student rl!presentatives from 19 other
Florida universities and colleges In either the Poets'
Workshop or the individual
oral interpretation of poetry.
There is no restriction on el-

•BOOTS
e JEANS
•CORDUROY
THIS AD WORTH 50c ON
$5.00 PURCHASE OR MORE.

t, Whistle, Plunk'
Mark TR Happenings
\ ·

Clearwater - St. Petersburg

Come
alive!

The University C e n t e r
(CTR) Valentine Formal will
highlight this month's CTR
activities. Featured in the
coming week is the beginning
of a charm course, a discussion on drugs, and special
music show.
Tickets for the formal are
on sale at the CTR desk. The
formal is Saturday, Feb. 11, 9
p.m. - 1 a.m. in the CTR ballroom. Joe Stagi's Orchestra
and the Paul St. Denis Dance
Band will furnish music.
There will be free refreshments and favors.
Dress is formal or semiformal and tickets are $3 per
couple.
THE EIGHT-WEEK charm
and self improvement course,
sponsored by the (CTR) Les-

sons Committee, begins today
at 2 p.m. in CTR 47.
Miss Joanne Torretta, fashion commentator and charm
school director, will instruct
the course. Lessons will cover
poise, dress, hair styling, skin
care and make-up.
Fee for the lessons is $1.00.
All coeds are invited to sign
up at the CTR desk.
VIEWPOINT WILL be presented by the CTR Special
Events Committee at 2 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 8 in CTR
252. As a result of recent publicity concerning investigations into the use of drugs on
university campuses, the program is on possession and use
of drugs.
A representative of the
Hillsborough County v i c e

squad will present a film and toured the British Isles, Canalecture on the disadvantages da, and the Eastern United
of possession and use of mari- States. His first LP will be rejuana. There will also be an leased sometime next year.
open question period. The pro"Toot, Whistle, Plunk and
gram will last until 4 p.m., Boom" presents contempobut there will be a break at 3 rary, interesting music a 1
for thoe who have to leave forms. "As I See It" involves
for classes.
folk-wrought music of the Bob
TOOT, WHISTLE, PLUNK Dylan-Phil Oak-Simon and
AND BOOM, will be present- Garfunkel type.
ed by the CTR Music CommitThe program follows this
tee Monday, at 2 p.m. in CTR
folk
music from its origin
255. "As I See It," a program
through its development of
on folk - rock music, will be
style and technique to what it
given by Rick Norcross.
NORCROSS, A JUNIOR, is has come. According to Fred
Jenkins, assistant program
a writer of songs, poetry, and
advisor, Norscross will play
prose. While living and worktapes as · well as discuss the
ing in England for a year, he
played guitar and sang with folk music. The performance
Simon and Garfunkel. As a is informal and the audience
is free to join in the discusprofessional singer, he has
sion. Vicki Roussman is in
charge of "As I See It."

Pledge Class Officers
Elected By Sororities
You're in the
Pepsi
generation!

By MARGARET MASON
Staff Wnler . .
KAPPA DELTA
Sisters and pledges enjoyed
an informal party given by
their pledge advisor Mrs. Bernard Abbott Jan. 20. The gettogether ended a busy week
which had included initiation
of members and installation
of the new Delta Eta Chapter.
Frid.a y a slumber party was

BEAT THE PARKING PROBLEM
LOW
COST

PRICES
START

Transpor-

$23900

tation

See Bill Munsey - He is
your fellow student at U.S.F.

HONDA OF TAMPA

2301 S. MacDill

Ph. 258-5811

INTEREST
••• RATE GUARANTEED
ACCOUNTS INSURED TO $151000.00

held at the home of Judy
Davey in Tampa.
The Trimester II pledge
class has elected these officers: president, Martha Cle- 1
ment; vice-president, P at
Nichols; secretary, Mary
Judy;
treasurer, Karen
Hance; scholarship chairman,
Cindy Blumenfeld; s o c i a l
chairman, Linda Cook; projects chairman, Jeri Davis;
publicity chairman, Carol Stovall; songleaders, Mary Joyce
Touchton and Linda Cook;
guard, Patty Lyons; and
chaplain, Jan Segars.
TRI S.I.S.
A Founders' Day Tea honoring Tri S.I.S.'s sixth birthday was held Sunday, Jan. 22
at Carrollwood Golf and Country Club. Sisters, pledges
and alumnae attended the atfair, and enjoyed talking
about the sorority's past and
present activities.
Alpha Delta Pi, national
women's sorority, entertained
Tri S.I.S. members at a tea
Sunday at the home of Mrs.
Fred J. Woods in Palma Ceia.
Sisters elected these officers
for 1967: Geri Giglio, second
vice-president; Mary Anne
Gilbert, Panhellenic representative; Sue Alderfer, histori-

(MEMBER F.D.I.C.)

12-MONTHS CERTIFICATES
OF DEPOSIT
In Amounts of '5,000 or More
4%% on Certificates
of Deposit in Amounts
of $1,000 or More.
Free Information on Request
Send For Folder

UNIV·ERSITY

®

AUTO SERVICE·
CENTER
TRUST YOUR CAR
TO THE MAN WHO
WEARS THE STAR

FREE!
10050 FLORIDA AVENUE
(South of Fowler Ave.)
PHONE 935-1111

• Complete Lubrication with
each Oil Change.
• Do It Yourself Car Wash
Vacuum, Soap and Water
Provided.
• Pick Up & Delivery for
All Maintenance Work for
Students & Faculty.

2911 E. Fowler Ave.
PHONE 932-3387

an; Angela Massari, corresponding secretary ; Barbara
Wendling, parliamentarian.
New officers of the 1967
pledge class are: Ellie DiMeglio, president; Vicki Vega,
secreatary; Linda Koenig,
treasurer; Linda Diaz, social
chairman; Pam Whitehurst,
parliamentarian; Carol Greco, chaplain; Lauren Leslie, service chairman; and Suzanne Geis, pep and publicity
chairman.
DELTA ZETA
Sisters are very proud of
Michele Irmiter who has been
tapped for membership by the
Gold Key Honor Society. Congratulations, Michele, on this
high honor! Other Delta Zetas
who are in the hews are
Maria Traina, who will ride
on a float in the Gasparilla
Day parade, and pledge Carolyn Leemon, who is a contestant in the Miss Boynton
Beach beauty contest.
Delta Zeta repre!lentatives
for Greek Week planning are
Susan McClure and Diane Kurek. They are planning the
Greek Dabce with brothers of
Alpha Tau Omega and Delta
Tau Delta fraternities.
DELTA PID ALPHA..
Sisters and pledges of Delta
Phi Alpha sorority enjoyed a
cookout held Saturday, Jan. 21
at the home of their advisor,
Dr. Roberta Shearer. The
pledges entertained the sisters
with songs and skits, and afterward everyone participated
in games and sports. The
pledges presented the sisters
with the sorority's Greek letters which will be put on
dorm windows.
TRIDELTA
Tri Delta held a Big and
Little Sister party Jan. 20.
Tri Delta pledges began a
study hall on Jan. 22. It will
be held in the library week
nights from 7 to 9 p.m.
Becky Hagler was elected
vice president of students for
Responsible Government at
the convention the 21st.
Janis Bell, Alice Crownover,
Jean Robert, Holly Gwinn,
and Diana Humphreys have
recorded their first record.
Called the "Fides Five," the
girls include songs they sang
in Greek sings of the past.

..

THE CTR MOVIE, "Advance to the Rear," starring
Glenn Ford, Stella Stephens,
and Jim Backus will be shown
at 7 and 9:45 p.m. Friday and
at 7 p.m. Saturday and Sunday in F A'H 101.
The film is a Civil War
comedy, according to Charles
Rodgers of the CTR Movie
Committee. A company of
Union misfits is sent out West.
T h e Confederates capture
their horses, their uniforms,
and a gold shipment The
Yanks plan a wild counterattack and win a hilarious victory.
Also the exciting fifth chapter of "Mystery of the RiverBoat" will be run at each 7
p.m. show.
THE CAMPUS CLUB will
replace the stereo dance Saturday, Feb. 4 at 9 p.m. There
will be four bands, entertainment, and dancing. WUSF,
Channel 16, will tape the activities for broadcasting. Girls
must wear skirts or dresses.

'New Morality'
In Focus Debate
A Focus parliamentary debate will be held in room 252 of
the University Center Monday,
Feb. 6, at 7:30 p.m. The topic of
the debate is: "Resolved, that
this House Approves of the New
Morality.''
All students and faculty are
invited, and may participate in
a question and answer period
which will follow the debate·
The two guest speakers will
be Dr. Leroy T. Howe and Father John Mangrum.
Dr. Leroy T. Howe, who will
present the affirmative side of
the debate, is the Methodist
Chaplain on campus. Dr. Howe
received his A.B. and M.A. degrees from the University of
Miami, and his B.D., M.A., and
Ph.D. degrees from Yale Uniersity.

•

MORRIS MINOR
Complete Sales,
Parts, Service

BAY AUTO SALES ·
& SERVICE Ltd, Inc.

Bermax Western Wear
8702 NEBRASKA

Men must wear slacks - no
jeans will be permitted. Admission is free.
The CTR Craft Shop is open
Tuesdays and Thursdays from
2-4 and 7-9 p.m. It is operating
on a basis of interest shown,
and patrons should register
hours requested. Call Fred
Jenkins at ext. 637 or come by
CTR 156-E for information.

and Something New

JEWELRY
BAGS &
UMBRELLAS

I
••

It's a SURE bet. • •
when you patronize
0RA..CLE
ADVERTISERS
Our advertisers offer a wide range of merchandise
and services to you. They nave the latest styles, colors
and shapes in everything you need. They offer everything from dry cleaning to car tuning.
Our advertisers like you, or they would not try
so ha.td to get you to trade with them. ·show them that
you appreciate their effort. Next time you trade with
one of the Orade advertisers, say that you saw their ad
in the Oracle. Thank you.

0RA..CLE
]. SCOTT PENROD, Advertising Manager

3500 FLORlDA AVE.

•
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THE ORACLE -

Enotas To Leave SRG;
Will Support VOTE

•

Feb. 1. 1967, U. of Seu~h Florida, Tampa -
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of Tampa for a very enjoyavided by the Savages.
ble
party to welcome both
Suite 1700 - Exchange Nat'l Bank Bldg.
Chapters' pledges.
Phone 223-1511
TKE's annual service projrepresenting"
ect, selling poppies for the
Woman's Auxiliary of the
American Legion, is now
Friday is the last day for students in the CTR Ballroom
ready to commence. This coeds to enter the Best Dressed on that day at 2 p.m. The final
• LANZ ORIGINALS
e ELEGANT LINGERIE
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
project will envolve the pledg- Gi~l Contest. The contes~ is judging will be done by a panel
• MONOGRAMMING
• ATIRACTIVE SPORTSWEAR
es and brothers.
• HANDBAGS, JEWELRY AND ACCESSORIES
Organized 1851
bemg sponsored by the Umver- f
t d · d
d •t ill
The USF Tekes will play the sity Center (CTR) Fashion ? se1ec e J~ ges, ~ 1 _w
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
Nat SWANN
PHONE.876-3355
· opened t o all mclude
and mterv1ews
University of Tampa Tekes in Comrn1'ttee, an d 1s
·u
th modeling
. d
1 1
a basketball game Thursday
full-time female students with lw~;;;;;;:;;e:;J:;;u;;;;g;;es;;;;;
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night.
at least a 2.0 grade point averALPHA! TAU OMEGA
age. Entrants do not need to be
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity supported by any organization,
honored their new pledge but they must have the signaclass with a party at the tures of six supporters.
Cruise - a - Cade Club last
"The committee is sponsoring
Saturday.
this contest as part of our effort
The following were the to help the students to be more
newly installed pledges. Troy conscious of their appearance
1. PRESSURE CLEANING
Larry Freeland, John Galla- and of current fashions. We also
gher, Jim Hankins, Gil Jannel- feel that this contest offers an
2. LUBRICATION
li, Jim Ragsdale, Jack Re- excellent opportunity for girls
3. MINOR ADJUSTMENTS
ALL
nalds, Butch Ringelspaugh, who are interested in fashion
4. INCLUDING NEW RIBBON
MAKES
Pat Trimble.
and modeling careers," accordBring Your Typewriter Problems To Us
The brothers and pledges ing to Sandy Wedeles, of the
further celebrated the end of Fashion Committee.
ON YOUR WAY TO OR FROM THE UNIVERSITY
rush with a football game.
The main criterion in judging
ELECTRIC - -- 1.50 Per Day
The brothers threatened ex- will be appropriateness in
4 Day Minimum STANDARD --- 75• Per Day
tensive grievance upon the dressing for all occasions, neatpledges if they lost. After vio- ness and good grooming, and
e ELECTRIC
lent bodily contact one pledge general overall appearance.
e MANUAL
managed to survive. The final Contestants should also be pho·
• PORTABLE
score for the pledges sake togenic, since the national judg·
UP TO 50%
cannot be revealed.
ing will be based only on photoThe pledge class will be led graphs, she said.
and trained by the mighty
The first elimination will be
2512 Temple Terrace Highway
might of ATO, Mike Garcia. Wednesday, Feb. 8, and will be
'30th and Fowler
PHONE 932-0,059
done j>y student voting. Contes~IGMA EPSILON
Telephon,\· 930-4931 for Complete rAttails
Sigma Epsilon Colony held tants will be presented to the
a

..wittlinger Play
To Be Given
Sunday At 7:30

New Pledges Initiated
By Five Fraternities
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3 DAY· 2 NIGHT VACATION AT A
GULF BEACH RESORT
STOP IN AND TRY TO OPEN
THE TREASURE CHEST

- if the Key Fits, YOU WIN

SEE

AMERICAN TYPEWRITER Co., Inc.

• TIRE SALE SAVE

UNIVERSITY CITGO
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Motor Tuneups,
Minor Repairs
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Why The

Smear~

A New Service

WITIUN THE concepts of Action Line, it is intended to be a further link of communication among
members of the USF community,
faculty members, students or the
University administration. At the
same time, however, it will not be
limited to strictly University affairs. Any problem may be
brought or called into the Action

A Mute Question
Last Thursday's meeting with
Dr. Thomas J . Altizer was not
pleasant for many. It is not that
those who came to hear him didn't
like him, they did.
The meeting was not pleasant
because it was crowded, hot, and
an estimated three hundred persons were left standing outside,
while the inside of the Business Auditorium was packed to overcapacity.
The aisles were over-flowing,
and students were literally lucky
to find a seat anywhere. Those who
were lucky came early. Those who
didn't sat on the stage itself, dir ectly beside Dr . Altizer or stood in
one of the four open exit doors.
Those who weren't lucky stood
outside. Several Catholic sisters
were not able to enter the building
t0 hear Dr. Altizer.
Fortunately a jury-rigged outside
speaker system was quickly provided.
The obvious question was, why
was the all-too mute teaching auditorium not used?
And as far as we could tell,
there were no other activities in
the Theatre at the time.
If anyone within the University
organization is willing to furnish
an answer, The Oracle will be glad
to print it. There are several hundred~eople waiting to find out.

OUR READERS WRITE

Grunts, Shuffles And Hair

There is something wrong with jumping to.
the way the Sheriff's Department
This is not to state that sturaid on a local tavern last week dents, and former faculty memwas handled. And that something bers were not involved in the case.
has led to repeated allegations They were involved.
from the public, and generally
Any university with an active
given our whole University a enrollment of nearly nine thou"bad" image.
sand, and former students in the
Whether it was deliberate or thousands, is bound to have its
not, we cannot determine. But if name connected wit)l unsavory afanyone were going to deliberately fairs.
attempt to "smear" usr·s reputaBut not to such an extent that
tion, they could not have done it every
person in every case is idenmore effectively than has been
tified as a "USF student" or "Facdone in the past week.
ulty Member," or even a "former
We are referring to statements student or faculty member."
made by the Sheriff's Depat'tment
The newspapers also stated that
concerning USF students and fac- the
case has been turned over to
ulty members - especially the
an investigator for the State Board
faculty members. (See related
of Regents.
story, page one.)
This we feel is wrong.
AREA NEWSPAPERS have inAccording to statements pubcluded statements from Captain
lished, criminal action could be
R. D. Ramsey, of the Sheriff's
taken against either faculty memVice Squad, to the effect that USF bers
or students - or at least that
professors frequented the tavern
is what was implied.
and in several instances the term
If this is so, then criminal
"faculty member" was used in
charges should be lodged and arconnection with words such as "horests made.
mosexual a c t i v it i e s," "NeoNewspapers, as we see it, are
American Church" and "LSD."
not in the business of publishing
In no instance, however, were rumors
or "implied" criminal
the names of any present faculty charges.
members mentioned nor were any
Also, there is the question of
specific charges presented
why the case was not turned over
charges which could be either pub- to
University President John S.
lically proved or disproved.
Allen. Why should it be necessary
The whole effect of newspaper for a Board of Regents investigastories left a bad taste in the tor to be brought in and become
mouths of many and unless the ar- intimately involved in what apticles were carefully read, it was pears to be a purely local situaeasy to get the impression that the tion?
University is overrun by LSD
Or perhaps it is not local.
users, homosexuals or others of
In either case, we can still feel
dubious social value.
the effects of the publicity and will
The articles also left the im- do so for quite awhile.
pression this type of socially undeBULLETIN
sirable characters are instructing
Hillsborough County Sheriff,
here.
It was almost too easy, when Malcobn Beard, told the Oracle
you watched any parent or respon- Tuesday that no USF faculty memsible person read the articles to ber was involved in last week's
guess at the conclusions they were raid on the tavern.

With the innovation of "Action
Line 619" The Oracle moves into a
new field of community service
and a new concept for University
newspapers.
The Action Line is intended to
be an open arena, in which students, faculty members, wives of
University members or anyone
with an interest in the University
can bring out a problem, gripe, or
situation of public concern. (See
story, page one.)
The Action Line will be open to
anyone and names will not necessarily be used in connection with
the column as it appears in The
Oracle.
The idea of the Action Line
came out in Oracle Editorial
Board meetings and was approved
by the group this week.

OPINION

Line.
The way it works is simple.
Anyone with a grievance is asked
to call USF extension 619. This is
the number of The Oracle newsroom.
After a problem has been presented, a member of The Oracle
Editorial Board will investigate
and present the findings in a weekly column entitled, "Action Line
619."
When the solution or resolution
of the problem or situation is not
within the scope of University or
community official authority, The
Oracle Editorial Board will attempt to begin action.
When a problem cannot, in our
opinion, be solved by the actions of
officials, we'Jl make a statement to
that effect. But if a problem can be
solved, we'll do our best to see that
it is.

During the past few weeks I have
walked into numerous bushes, telephone
poles, and man-hole covers. You may
think that I am majoring in botany, CQmmunication or sanitation but the solution
to my predicament is far more complex.
I am a first trimester freshman. Last
trimester I entered USF's Bay Campus
with a great amount of apprehension,
but as time elapsed I grew to enjoy Bay
Campus, learned the names of 170 students whom I could greet when they
crossed my path, and as I had never anticipated felt that I had left a home away - from . home when I pulled out of
St. Petersburg. So you see I'm not really
a first trimester freshman, I used the
term loosely as Bay Campus and Main
Campus to me are two completely different schools.
TO GET BACK to my first statement,
I am not farsighted, clumsy or majoring
in any of the above mentioned fields, I
am new to USF. That is my problem.
now where does the solution lie? I'll ex·
plain.
The first few days of classes I wan·
dered around aimlessly trying to find the
business building, fine arts life
science, and I still haven't found out
what the CTR stands for. In the process
of finding my way around I noticed
something which struck me as quite unusual.
None of the students here had faces.
They were all a mass of necks and hair.
At the time of this writing I have yet to
see a smiling face. It seems that everyone walks around looking at their feet.
To me this is quite a chore. Three weeks
ago I made the mistake of saying "Hi"
to everyone I happened to meet on my
way to classes or back to the dorm. In
return I was given a number of mysterious grunts, foot shufflings, and strands of
hair blowing in the breeze. To acknowledge the existence of another human
being just isn't done.

I A.~ PRAOTICING walking with my
head down, looking at my feet and given
time I may become adept at it. I have
purchased several new pairs of shoes to
change my everyday scenery. I cut my
hair short so that my neck could be disguised from the masses and I've even
tried decorating it with brightly colored
bows so that I might appear attractive.
I've even thought of getting a tattoo
on the back of my neck with my name,
rank and student number to let the faceless teachers know that I ,am in their
classes.
It doesn't bother me that I run into
bushes, telephone poles, and man-hole
covers, no one ever sees me. If I should
stumble into you, please just point me in
the right direction and send me on my
way. Have you ever heard the dandruff
shampoo commercial that promises you
that you'll be able to walk with your
heads up? Try it. Try anything. I'm
bruised, scratched, and have splinters in
my head. - D. A.

Continual Motion
EDITOR:
An Open Letter to the Administration
of F.U.S.S.Y. (F1orida University for Sti·
fling Student Yearnings)
There are 4,000 parking places on this
campus and 6,000 commuters. My old
math tells me that 2,000 cars must be in
motion continually, since campus police
object to cars being parked in azalea
beds.
WE COMMUTERS aren't asking for
gold plated parking lots. All we want is
space within a mile of our classes. Driv-

ing or walking from one end of this campus to the other takes at least six minutes. It is possible to run a mile in four
minutes. The present parking facilities
force many students to do four miles in
one minute. That smarts.
,
If pavement would take too much out
of next year's increased allotments,
scrub-brush could be marked off wfth
logs. That was done last trimester. Is
there any reason why it can't be done
this session? Has the Society Agitating
for Preserving Scrub-brush threatened ta
demonstrate if any more sandspurs are
trampled?
PLEASE INDICATE to the student
body if additional parking lots will be
CQnstructed soon. The high cost of iJriving may make it practical for hundreds
of commuters to switch from cars to
horses. F.U.S.S.Y. maintenance men
would be very unhappy if they did.
MARGARET P. JAMES

Letters Wanted
EDITOR:
I really don't know if I am writing to
the proper person or not. I am hoping
that you may be able to help me.
I am Corporal R. I. Parham. I am in
the Marine Corps. I am now serving a
tour of duty in VietNam.
I am 24 years old and I live in Florida (Bradenton).
There are a bunch of guys in my
squad that are from Florida and would
enjoy writing to girls from Florida or
from any state for that matter.
We would greatly appreciate your
help in getting us some mail and I know
my men will be overjoyed.
Our names and address are as fol·
lows:
Corporal R. I. Parham 2142240 USMC.
Corporal D. B. Dudolph 20998119
USMC.
Lance Corporal T. H. ScarceIIi 2142309
USMC.
Corporal D. S. Boyer 2150383 USMC.
Force Logistic Support Group Bravo,
Maint. Co. MTM. Nlt. care of FPO. San
Francisco, Calif. 96602.
CORPORAL R. I. PARHAM
USMC

Beans In Your Ears
Your reflections were disgusting!
California is one of the wealthiest
states in the U.S. and can well afford a
tuition free university system. ~eagan is
using the universities as a political pawn
- which was demonstrated when he had
Kerr dismissed and suggesting McNamara should take his place.
As for the California students being
able to learn anything from the sheep in
this school I doubt it!,
CALIFORNIA STUDENTS are well
informed, interested, and active in their
school and in their country's affairs.

Sign Them, Please
Letters to The Oracle must be
signed with a handwritten signature and be accompanied by student number and classification or
staff position. The Oracle reserves
the right to edit letters for grammal' and spelling, or edit those
libelous or in bad taste. Shorter letters on topics of general university
interest win more readership. Letter deadline is 4 p.m. Thu1'sday,
preceding the Wednesday of publication.

They've got the spunk and courage to
speak out for peace and freedom and not
just sit back and be railroaded.
Maybe the reason you haven't heard
any protest over higher tuition here is
because you have beans in your ears.
My friends and I are putting ourselves
through school - we're darn mad about
Kirk's wheeler- dealing! He's giving the
financial burden of school expenses over
to the people who are the least able to
carry them - the students. Mr. Kirk is
sure that the Florida university students
are too scared and too stupid to fight
back and he's probably right!
IT'S REALL~ a crime when America
the great free and democratic can't
stand any dissent., What if Americans
had been as gutless as we are in the beginning years of this country - we
would still all be British citizens.
As for the protestors being undesirable intellectuals who think that the
world owes them a living-! doubt if you
could understand what they think, because from the sound of your article
you're no intellect yourself and are probable jealous! Courageous, active, thinking men are what made this country
great and if it falls, it won't be because
of an enemy outside our borders, it will
be because of the mute, inactive, ronforming, nonthinking sheep within - and
a lot of those wooly animals attend FSU.
SHARRON KELLY

That Isn't True
MR. ZAPPONE
My reflections were predominantly
fact with only a paragraph or two of
opinion. I am a devout Democrat but I
sympathize with Governor Reagan's tui·
tion hike inasmuch as I don't believe in
free rides.
I don't have beans in my ears. Nc
man on the face of the earth wants to
pay more for something than he absolute·
ly has to. However, in comparison to the
demonstrations, protests and near riots
in California, USF's reception to the tuition hike idea has been less than mildly
controversial.
I am not jealous of Californians and
their free tuition. Every cent that I've
paid for tuition here came from taking
disgusting pictures and writing disgusting articles for newspapers and television stations. Disgusting to people like
you who can't face reality in the light of
changing times.
ANTHONY ZAPPONE

Movie 'Penelope'
Is Recommended
By JERRY PARROTT
Oraele Reviewer
The Joe Pasternak production, "Penelope," is a comedy about a folk singer
turned housewife who robs her onceromantic husband's bank to call his at·
tention to her.
The story is told from the analyst's
couch by Natalie Wood and cuts from
there to different scenes in the movie.
Miss Wood is just a trifle too cute as
Penelope, but Peter Falk turns in an
adequate performance as the police lieutenant investigating the robbery and
Dick Shawn is excellent as Penelope's
husband.
"PENEWPE" will not bore the viewer and we would recommend it to any·
one as enjoyable light entertainment.
We would like to extend our appreciation to the management of the Britton
Theatre for making it possible for us to
review this movie.

If Not Now, When?
If we are not for ourselves
Who will be?
If we are only for ourselves
Of what worth are we?
If not now, when?
By HARRY' HAIGLEY
Editor

With those words the former national director of CORE, James
Farmer, begins his book entitled
"Freedom-When." Farmer is one
of those men who helped lead the
civil rights movement through the
days that caused one of the greatest
social revolutions of the '60s. It is
also a revolution which has not substantially touched either Florida m·
students here.
FARMER WILL be speaking
this evening in the Business Auditorium. (See story page one.)
He'll be addressing students
who have heard a great deal about
the civil rights movement, perhaps
a little about Farmer himself and
a few who may have taken part in
the movement.
Farmer has been described as a
tall gentle man, who is broadshouldered and in his forties. He
is also the man who is one of the
original founders of the Congress of
Racial Equality (CORE) which was
born during the early worn - torn
1940s.

idea of CORE.) Unfortunately the
non-voilence led to violence upon
CORE members and may have
been the spawning ground for other
militant Negro movements.
Farmer described the early
movement, in his book, as, " . . .
most of us were American pacifists, accustomed to understanding
non-voilence largely in Tolstoyan
terms of non-resistance: the Christian injunction to love thine enemy
and turn the other cheek; and noncooperation: the peaceful refusal
to obey unjust laws. But we were
also militant pacifists, anxious to
change the world, or at least our
corner of it. Gandhi, whose assumptions about the power of love
and righteousness resembled those
of J esus in the Sermon on the
Mount, had nevertheless superimposed upon them a specific and viable program of action. This was
what appealed to us, and we adopted it, or at least in the beginning,
to the letter.''
He also describes workers of the
movement as "soldiers."

UNDER IDS leadership, CORE
has become one of the most influential Negro organizations in the
country. It is also the originator
of the now famous "American sitin," or "stall-in" as it was called
when CORE and Farmer demons trated at the New York World's
Fair.
CORE FOLLOWS the Gandhi
philosophy of non-violent direct acFarmer also lead the F reedom
tion. (01" at least that is the basic ' Rides in Mississippi and Aldbama,

JAMES FARMER
which catapulted CORE to national
fame.
And even though his organization enjoys the publicity he
doesn't. During the New York
demonstrations, he once stated,
"You know, I don't really like all
this limelight, and I'd really rather
be going out to the ball game at
Shea Stadium instead of marching
down the street with everybody
gawking at me, but unfortunately,
there's serious business to be done
today/'
But all of the efforts of all of the
civil rights organizations, the U.S.
CongreE"s and the Civil Rights organizations, the U.S. Congress and
the Civil Rights Acts, he says,
"may not be enough."
WHAT HE suggested is "preferential and comperwatory treatment" for Negr<?es 'to help them

overcome the effects of years of
discrimination.
He also states, "Admittedly
there is something startling about
any demand that any ethnic group
receive special attention." And,
"But the simple truth is that the
Negro does not start on the same
lines as whites.
In his argument, he makes
statements like:
~ "We can no longer evade the
knowledge that most Negroes will
not be helped by equal opportunity.
Y' "If segregation and discrimination were eliminated tomorrow,
many, many Negroes would still
be ill-equipped to do the work demanded of today's worker."
Y' Offering him (the Negro)
equal rights, even equal opportunity, at this late date, without giving
him a boost, is the kind of cruel
joke American individualism has
played on the poor throughtout
American history."
"And so," writ e s Farmer,
"CORE and the movement of
which we are part, plan compensatory and remedial programs to
provide the necessary boost.''
HE ALSO WARNS that the
" . . . young Negroes are more
impatient than the old," and that
"The fact that for so many years
bound the Negro to passive acquiescence in his degradation has
evaported.
"The danger is that in its place
a spring of resentment and fury
will boil up which can know no expression short of violence."

The Councils
Must Unify
Student Voice
By JEFF WElL
Staff Writer
In order to operate a student government as large as USF's a functional base
of representation of student ideas and
programs has to exist.
In addition, this student voice must be
unified, directed toward the interests of
the students, and able to effectively
serve the students.
Recognizing this base of representa·
tion, the Constitution of the Student Asso·
ciation has established the intergovernmental organizations and the College
Councils to operate interdependently
with student government.
AS' SET DOWN in the Constitution,
each College Council, shall appoint representatives from their college to the SA
Legislature to fill vacancies which occur
between elections, shall have a governing body consisting of at least three
CQ~ncilmen, and shall use the Constitution as a guideline in all actions taken by
the CQUncils.
At the present time only The College
of Basic Studies, one of USF's five College Councils, is operating effectively.
Through the work of president Dan
Marks, the College of Basic Studies has
become an efficiently operating body.
AcCQrding to Marks, the College of
Basic Studies is the only college which
attempted to make public the recent SA
representative elections and the first College Council to attempt to communicate
with their constituents by letters that
were sent out in November.
MARKS SAID, "It is up to each individual College Council to set up the SA
representative elections and I cannot understand why the College of Basic
Studies was the only College to publish
the elections."
But beyond this, perhaps the most important function of the College Council is
the appropriation of money for its activities. Through the SA, $2,500 has been set
aside for College Councils expenditure.
Upon becoming operative, that is fulfilling its constitutional requirements, this
money will be allocated to the different
College Councils.
IN THE PAST the College Councils:
have spent money in such ways as guest
speakers, elections, college-wide picnics
and for the establishment of new clubs in
their colleges.
However it must be remembered that
the SA reserves the right, upon the in·
eptness of the College Association, to
withdraw this appropriation and mak!!.
its own appointments to the SA legislature.

'Any Wednesday' Said
Charming, Well-Done
by DOUGLAS ROSENTRATER

Correspondent
"Any Wednesday" is a charming and
sophisticated comedy starring Jane
Fonda as the young tenant willing to sacrifice all for her New York apartment,
and Jason Robards as the ruthless executive willing to take it,
Six days a week he is a model husband to his cultured wife, played by
Rosemary Murphy, but come Wednesday
he takes out of town "Business Trips" to
his firm's executive suite where Jane
Fonda lives. Thus derives the title "Any
Wednesday."
Complications arise upon the arrival
of Dean Jones, who disCQvers the executive suite and falls in love with Jane
Fonda.
To add to this, the executive's wife
unexpectedly arrives at the apartment.
mistakes Jones and Fonda as husband
and wife, and invites them to dinner with
her and her husband. What follows is a
battle of wits between Robards and
Jones with Jane Fonda caught inbetween.
"Any Wednesday" is an amusing pic·
ture, well paced and witty, making interesting use of split screen pictures. The
performances by Miss Fonda and Robards are good. Rosemary Murphy's performance is also polished, but Dean
Jones seems shallow and over . played.
Altogether, though, "Any Wednesday"
appears to be a successful adaptation of
the Broadway hit by the same name.
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Since people won't write us, we have to go out to
find out what they are talking about. Biggest topic at
the moment, it seems, is that of the division made in
the fraternity league by the intramural office.
Neal Earls, student director of men's intramurals, told a group of team representatives last Wednesday that the division was made in order to give independent teams an equal amount of scheduled games.
Presently, all 12 fraternities are participating in intramural basketball and probably will do likewise in
tennis and softball - the two other league sports.
The basketball league is divided into six divisions
- Fraternity A and Fraternity B comprising two of
the six. The scheduling for the fraternities as to which
league they a,re in is on a rotation basis -with each
fraternity meeting each other fraternity in league
competition an equal number of times.
TffiS SEEMS A FINE and dandy idea, but after
watching it in operation, we disagree. Seems like others do also because that's what many have been talking about.
Enotas, the largest fraternity on campus with 86
active brothers, were last year's champions and have
demonstrated that they intend to stay that way this
year. The first game they played, they won over Sig
Ep 44-24 in a game that was close and even except for
five minutes periods in both halves.
The Big E's second game was a different story,
however. TEP was the victim and after the gusting
wind cleared the smoke last Friday, the scorecard
read 70-20- a score not too satisfying on either side
of the fence.
TEP WAS ALSO on the wrong side of a 62-10 count
in their game with Arete (or Phi Delta Theta-whichever you prefer at the moment). Another example
was ATO's 50-10 bash of PiKA. Theta Chi Omega has
also taken it on the chin with several unimpressive
scores.
The point these people are trying to make is that
smaller fraternities can very rarely compete on the
same level with the larger fraternities in team sports.
Football holds a prime example (even though we hate
to say it because we were on the losing side) in the
Arete win over Sig Ep 61-0.
Of course, there are isolated instances when
games between larger and smaller fraternities were
close, but this is the exception, not the rule.
Fraternities, with their active enrollment, look
like this:
86
Enotas
Sigma Nu
84
Arete
:.
ATO
Lambda Chi Alpha.
59
Delta Tau Delta
45
Sigma Epsilon Colony
43
TEP
42
40
TKE
37
PiKA
Two are on provisional status and are still inducting pledges. They are Kappa Sigma Chi and Theta Chi
Omega. Kappa Sigma Chi seems to be the stronger,
athletically, of the two as is attested by their close
34-30 loss to Sigma Nu last week Their emphasis is
athletics in general and football in particular, so expectations from many put them at the near top of the
heap come next fall
The rise of Kappa Sigma Chi would make a balanced and even two division, six team fraternity
league with inter-play only in tournament and in
pick-up games. With the division for the original ten
by brother population and the addition of the provisionals on the basis of strength, the two divisions
would like this:
FRATERNITY A
FRATERNITY B
Enotas
Delta Tau Delta
Sigma Nu
Sigma Epsilon Colony
Arete
TEP
ATO
TKE
Lambda Chi Alpha
PiKA
Kappa Sigma Chi
Theta Chi Omega
Hypothetically, and statistically. This would make
games closer and more exciting in division play.
It's only a suggestion, but one that both the Oracle sports staff and many fraternity men would like to
see tried.
r'
Maybe a small voice will echo this when the planning conference for next year's intermaurals is held
on Aprill.
ylylyl

Got this note from Enotas brother Jeff Weil the
other day:
Several records were broken as the Rats edged
the Zombies in the annual Zeta Relays Tuesday, Jan.

24.

.

The event took place in the Zeta parking lot at 1
a.m. last Tuesday morning.
Craig Fea.therman of the Rats broke Rob Roberson's old record of four minutes and 19 seconds over
the %-mile course by almost four seconds.
The Rats, aided by Mike Stuart, Ron Saccino and
Featherman's record - breaking effort, broke the old
team record of 13:12 by 19 seconds. The old record
was set in 1965 by Roberson, Jeff Weil and Bob
"Tuck" Stricklin.
The course went from Zeta around Beta and
Gamma to behind Delta and back to Zeta.
That's all Weil was saying and we couldn't get
any more information from him or his brothers. But it
does seem strange that all the names mentioned were
on either last tri's Enotas pledge roll or last spring's
Enotas pledge list.

USF Faces Rollins;
Rips Past FSU 8-1
By JEFF SMITH
matches by taking all six.
Sports Writer
Sharon Crowley, Brahman
. ,
sophomore, provided plenty of
South Florida s women net- excitement as she clipped
ters, 2-0 fa~ the young season, Kathy Harris 6-1, 10-8.
travel to Wmter Park Saturday Doubles action found USF's
f?r a crucial matc.h against Rol- Elesa Nelson teaming with Tish
lms College, starting at 10 a.m. Adams to defeat Kathy GeraCo~ch Jo Anne Young, co.m- ghty and Miss West 6-2, 8-6.
mentmg .on " the. upcommg Tish's sisters Jacquie and
match, said, Rollms defeated Gwenda stopped Bunny Smith
FSU 8-1 Friday, and we'll need and Nancy Hammerstrum 6-1
a good showing for the win."
'
6
USF's 1966 squad, which fin- -iWRIDA STATE'S only viclshed 5-3 lost to Rollins twice
h
H ·a· H
4-3 and '5-2 St Pete's Tenni~ tory Mc~meHw ~n d et td UanSsF~n
· ·
and ISS arrts owne
s
Club also dropped the Brah- Debbie Garrison and Miss
mans 4-3.
C
.
ro\~1ey 9-7• 6; 1·
.
SATURDAY'S match agamst Miss Nelson s serv1ce was
FSU was ~ st~p toward the especially effective in the secstate champ10nsh1p as the Brah- ond set of the doubles match as
Coach Spafford Taylor's men's tennis
a. tirst - year S-6 record. Members of the mans beat the Seminole lasses she continually smashed balls
squad opens Its 11-game schedule Friday
squad are, bottom row,left to right, Dick 8-1. FSU, coached by Ann past her opponen~s.
against RolUns College. The match will be
Howze, Jim Rinehart, and Francois de Ia Lankford, are now 3-5.
Endurance pa1d off for the
played on USF's lighted courts, starting at
Mena.rdiere. Back row, from left, Larry
Tish Adams started the ball Brahmans as the Seminoles
6 p.m. Taylor has three lettermen returnBell, Charles Heath, Richard Gaston, and rolling for USF, defeating were noticably slower in the
ing from last season's team, which posted
Albert Blevins. (-USF Photo)
FSU's Linda West 6-1. 6·0. South later stages of the singles
nmf!•BE!&Ihiihibi; 8
hifM!Jlh!hiili&WH&&~m~:wK¥ZJ!lfD·i£:E.lli'1l.m&tiDtt~~ Florida dominated the singles matches, and also sluggish dur-

Netmen Open Season Friday

*
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Enotas Romps

In Pow-er Show
Enotas raced to the top of the Tuffs 0-1
Fraternity A league with two Sigma Nu No. 20-1
quick victories last week. With Seminoles 0-2
the front three averaging nearly · GDI 0-2
6-4, Enotas · controlled the
ANDROS
boards on both ends of the court Mu2 E 1-0
in their 44-24 win over Sig Ep Eta 0-0
and then trounced an out- Theta 0-1
manned TEP five 70-20.
ALPHA
Arete looked as if they would 4 West 2.{)
provide the stiffest competition 1 East 1-1
for Enotas as they put win No. 2 East 0-1
2 on the record book with a vic- 3 West 0·1
tory over TKE.
BETA
In other men's intramurals, Ground East 2-0
tennis began Monday and will 2 East 2·0
run until next Friday, Feb. 9 3 West 2-0
with each team playing twice, 1 West 1-1
arranging their own matches. 3 East 1-1
That schedule is:
4 West 1·1
2 West (forfeit) 0·1
FRATERNITY A
1 East (forfeit) 0-1
ATO vs. Sigma No No. 2
SCHEDULE
Delta Tau Delta vs. Lambda
Monday
Chi No. 2
Enotas vs. Kappa Sigma Chi PiKA vs. Sigma Nu 1
Kappa Sigma Chi vs. Delta P.E.M .vs. Seminoles 2
Kopp's Killers vs. New Spritis
Tau Delta
Lamgda Chi Alpha No. 2 vs. 3
Tuffs vs. GDI 4
ATO
Beta 3 West vs. Beta G. East
Sigma Nu No. 2 vs. TKE
5
Delta Tau Delta vs. TKE
Lambda Chi vs. TEP 6
FRATERNITY B
Tuesday
GDI vs. Arete
Sig
Ep
vs.
Arete 1
Pi KA vs. Sigma Nu No. 1
Lambda Chi Alpha No. 1 vs. New Spirits vs. P.E.M. 2
Beta 3 West vs. Beta 4 West 3
SigEp
Lambda Chi Alpha No. 1 vs. Chiefs vs. Sigma Nu No. 2 4
Eta vs. Theta 5
PiKA
Kappa Sigma Chi vs. PiKA 6
Sig Ep vs. Arete
Wednesday
BETA
TK.Evs. TEP1
2 East vs. 2 West
Beta 1 West vs. Beta 2 East 2
3 West vs. 3 East
3 East vs. 2 East
Enotas No. 2 vs. GDI 3
Tuffs vs. New Spirits 4
2 West vs. 3 West
ANDROS
Seminoles vs. Sigma Nu No. 2
5
Zeta vs. Lambda I
Alpha 4 West vs. Alpha 2 East
Theta vs. Mu 1 East
6
Mu 1 East vs. Zeta
Thursday
Lambda 1 vs. Theta
Sig Ep vs. TKE 1
ALPHAI
Beta 1 West vs. Beta 3 East 2
1 East 4 West
Chiefs vs. Kopp's Killers 3
2 East No. 1 vs. 3 East
P.E.M. vs. Tuffs 4
2 East No.2 vs. 3 West
ATO vs. Theta Chi Omega 5
3 West vs. 2 East No. 1
Lambda Chi vs. Enotas 6
3 East vs. 1 East
Friday
4 West vs. 4 East
Alpha 2 East vs. Alpha 3 West
2 East No. 1 vs. 4 East
1
RESULTS
Seminoles vs. GDI 2
Kopp's Killers 27, GDI 15
Beta 3 East vs. Beta G. East
Sigma Nu 75, TCO 9
3
Lambda Chi 23, Sig Ep 14
Kopp's Killers vs. Tuffs 4
Chiefs 33, Enotas No. 2 23
Sigma Nu No. 2 vs. Enotas
B3W 32, BlW 24
No. 2 5
Delta Tau Delta 29, AT? 10 Sigma Nu vs. Delta Tau Delta
. Sigma Nu 34, Kappa S1gma 6
Chi 30
--:::::;::-:_:~~~:::::::;
New Spirits 51, Sigma Nu No. .-.---- ANNOUNCING
2 28·
AlE 34, A2E 32
Kopp's Killers 20, Seminoles
16
Enotas 44, Sig Ep 24
B2E 45, B3E 14
Now Tampa's
Chiefs 55, Tuffs 37
Exclusive
A4W 20, AJW 11
FRATERNITY A
Lambda Chi 2·0
Enotas 2-0
Franchised New Car
Arete 2-0
Dealer
TKE0-2
TEP0-2
"The Tough Frisky
Sig Ep0-2
Imports Backed By
Chrysler Motors Corp.
FRATERNITY B
5-Year or 50,000Delta Tau Delta 2-0
Mile Warranty."
SigmaNu2-0
ATO 1-1
-COMPLETEPiKA 1-1
Kappa Sigma Chi 0-2
PARTS & SERVICE
Theta Chi Omega 0-2
INDEPENDENTS
PEM3-o
Kopp's Killers 2-0
Chiefs 2-1
New Spirits 2-1
Enotas No. 21-2
3500 FLORIDA AVE.

USF's sailing club, the Windjammers have invited students
and staff members to attend
Friday's meeting at 2 p.m. The
room number is available at the
Cl'R information desk.
..
.
.
Sailmg. expenence Is ~at ~ecessary smce as the WmdJammers have a training program
for beginners. The club has an
.
h dul
h'
·
d
act1ve sc e e w 1ch me1u es
regular regattas
____·_ _ _

Women Start

Softball Play
The women's intramural softball entry deadline was Friday.
A required clinic on the diamonds for all officials is today
at 4 p.m. Play will begin next
Monday.
The deadline women to enter
into intramural badminton is
Feb. 15 with coeds able to form
a team to play both women's
and mixed doubles. Women
may enter either, but not both,
tournaments.

and throughout the South.
/'

.

RESULTS.
1. Ttsh Adams
(USF) defeated Linda West
(FSU) 6-1, 6-0. 2, Elesa Nelson
(USF) defeated Kathy Geraghty
(FSU) 6 1 6-1 3 J
· Ad
(U
. ' . . aBcqute a~s
SF) defeated
unny Sm1th
(FSU) 6-2, 6-1. 4. Gwenda
Adams (USF) defeated Nancy
Hammerstrum (FSU) 6-0, 6-1. 5.
Debbie Garrison (USF) defeated Heidi Hansen (FSU) 6-2, 6-4.
6. Sharon Crowley (USF) defeated Kathy Harris (FSU) 6-1
'
10_8
~-".Doubles _ 1 T Adams
and Nelson (USj!') ·defeated
West and Geraghty (FSU) 6-2,
8-6. 2. J. Adams and G. Adams
(USF) defeated Smith and
Hammerstrum (FSU) 6·1, 6-1. 3.
Hansen and Harris (FSU) defeated Garrison and Crowiey
(USF) 9-7, 6-1.

Bob Grindey's B r a h m a n backstroker Mike Szydlo.
swimming team, 1-3, will meet Dave Naffziger, Tom Houston.
tough Florida State Saturday at ,John Cummings, and Jim MarTallahassee. FSU, 3-1, toppled ton combined for USF's only
highly - ranked Florida, but first - place finish. They were
since then has lost to North Car- credited with 3:34.1 in the
olina State.
400-yard free relay.
"Florida State is one of the
t t
. th
tr , G .
RESULTS
dop ea~s ,1,~h e ~o~n y, tr r~~- v 400 medley relay-Miami
deyf st~t . Fl ~dy a hnoh ou e (Szydlo Coleman Wheeler Bob
e ea mg or1 a, w o as won
,
,
,
. ht SEC t'tl ,
Butler) 3 :49.2.
12 s tratg
I es.
USF set two new records Sat- ~-" 1,000 freestyle · 1. Brenza
urday, but had a rough time as (M) 11 :22.6. 2. Barry (M)
Miami's Hurricanes top p e d 11 :30.0. 3. Ware (USF) 11 :32.1.
them 70-34 at Miami. Hurricane ~-" 200 freestyle - 1. Mitchell
coach Lloyd Bennent's squad, (M) 1 :54.5. 2. Naffziger (USF)
which was 7-1 last year, cur- 1:58.0. 3. Piesco (USF) 2:12.8.
rently holds a 3-0 mark.
~-" 50 freestyle · 1. Bob Butler
South Florida's only bright (M) :23.2.. 2. Morton (USF)
spots were Steve Stelle and :23.5. 3. _B1~ .Butler (M) :23.7.
Alan Stelter. Stelle swam the v 200 mdlV!dual medley - 1.
200-yard i.ndividual medley in Szydlo .(M) 2:11.1. 2. Stelle
2:11.2, while Stelter recorded a (USF) 2 .11.2 (new USF record).
2:25.1 clocking in the 200-yard ;3,::;J::;o::;ne::;s::;(::;M::;)::;2:::1::6::.3::.;:::;::::::::::;
breaststroke. Both are new USF
records, but oddly enough, neiUNIVERSITY·TERRACE
ther was good enough for first
MOTEL • APTS•
place.
Fowler at 53rd St.
Double winners for the Hurri(Three blocks
canes included Bob Coleman,
breastroke and freestyle artist,
east of USF)
freestyler Don Mitchell, and .....,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,.,

~-" Smgles -

hey ••• PLAYBOY

• Does your room mate
swipe your Jote1t inue
of Playboy?
• Wouldn't it be great to
f lip through the old
iSIUe5 while you we~it
for Cl hair cut?

e

SO COME IN

• HAIR CUTTING, FANCY,
FANTASTIC & REGULAR
• All Your He~ir Needs
• Modern Vacuum Clippers
Keep1 Hair OH Your Neck

CAROLYN LANE
BARBER SHOP
Between Kwik Check
and Eckerds
Corner Fowler & Nebraska

On Campus Interviews
for
Engineering Rotational Programs
or Direct Assignments
FEBRUARY 14

BS and MS candidates in Engineering,
Sciences and Mathematics can talk to RCA,
on campus, about our Engineering Rotational Programs or Direct Assignments in
the area of your skills. Openings are in
Research, Design, Development, Manufacturing Engineering, Purchasing, or
Materials Management.

BAY AUTO
SALES

SIMCA

Stores in Tampa,
St. Petersburg, Clearwater, Lakeland

Brahman Tan kers
Meet Tough FSU

Windjammers
Set Meeting

ing; portions of the doubles play.
USF now hits the road for five
straight matches, one being the
FSU Women's Invitational Tennis Tournament. Other matches
include Broward JC and a return match against FSU.
March 18 is the final home
match of the season, which pits
the Brahmans against Rollins.

See your placement officer to arrange an
interview with the RCA Representative.
An Equal Opportunit(f Emplouer

~·l THE MOST TRUSTED NAME IN ELECTROIIICS

Bay Auto Sales
& Service
Ltd. Inc.

'··
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I

TICKETS AVAILABLE FOR SUNDAY CONCERT

II
I

Paris Chamber Orchestra To Play
A widely - acclaimed chamber orchestra from
France will perform here this week. The Paul Kuentz
Paris Chamber Orchestra will appear at 3:30 p.m.
Sunday in the Theatre-Auditorium as a part of the
USF Artist Series.
Tickets are on sale today through Friday at the
Theatre Box Office between 1 and 5 p.m .

~

The 15 artists won aclaim - - - - - - - - - - in North America during the
past five years, and in Europe seven violins, two violas, two
cellos, one double bass, and
for the past 16 years.
The Kuentz orchestra first either a piano, a clavichord or
performed in 1951 and since an organ. To this basic unit
then, has given more than 700 may be added wind instruconcerts. Its first American ments to achieve the combiappearance was in 1962. "The nations desired for the presenseven men and seven women tation of more complex
play with precision, skill, and scores, such as the Bach
spirit.'' reported the New Bradenburg Concertos.
Thus, the ensemble mainYork Times after a concert at
the Metropolitan Museum of tains a flexibility and virtuosiArt.
ty that enables it to perform
THE instrumentation of the works of all styles and perigroup normally consists of ods.

Fidelity Union Life
Insurance Co.

College Master
Guaranteed by a top
company.
No war clause
Exclusive benfits at
special rates
Full aviation
coverage.
Premium deposits
deferred until you
are out of school.
Joe Hobbs
Fred Papia
Ray Newcomer,
Gen. Agent.

THE PAUL Kuentz Orchestra has made some 16 recordings. In the United States they
have recorded four records
for Decca and three for Vox in
1964, with its first release
under the Archive Record
banner, - symphonies, fanfares and suites of Delande
and Mouret - the group won
the highest tribute of the
French recording industry,
the Grand Prix du Disque.
A Geneva, Switzerland journal had this to say about the
orchestra: "One cannot ask

3843 Kennedy Blvd.,
Tampa, Florida
Phone 877-8387

A cast of 18 students will
take part in the trimester's
first experimental theatre
production, "Triple-A Plowed
Under." It will be given from
2-2:50 p.m., Friday, in the
Business Administration Audi-

OVERLOOKING USF

1·2·3 BEDROOMS
Furnished or Unfurnished
30 St. (No. of Fowler)

See

Kuentz Directs The Paris Chamber Orchestra
for more meticulously controlled nuances, more carefully proportioned balance between the various sections
. . . in short a LETTER PERFECT but still delicate presentation."
KUENTZ, organized his ensemble of Parisians from
prize-winning students at the
conservatory "l'Ecole Superieure de Musique of Paris"
where he himself was a stu-

"Triple-A" is a piece of documentary theatre, according
to director Jack Belt, assistant professor of theatre arts.
The work deals with the dire
economic conditions of farmers and consumers in the
1930's.
It will be performed in a
series of 19 vignettes, which
in this case will be short
scenes ranging from about 10
seconds to several minutes.
The cast is as follows:
Frank Morse, Joey Argenio,
Joseph John D'Esposito, Bar-

STAGE MANAGER will be
Frank Morse, assistant stage
manager: Claudia Juergensen; lighting technician: Jim
Scott; and costumer: Betsy
Levin.
"Triple - A" was first
performed in 1936 and was
written by the staff of the
Federal Theatre's L i v i n g
Newspaper, Most of the vignettes were taken directly
from newspapers at the time.
In one of the scenes a storeowner gives a farmer three
cents for a bottle of milk and
then immediately resells it to
a woman customer for 15
cents.
For convenience and practicality, Belt has used only a
table and two chairs in the
setting.

932-6133

BAL WEEK

'A FUNNY THING HAPPENED

CALENDAR OF EATING EVENTS
Chicken-n-Biscuits - - - - . - •• 95c
__ - ___ - ___ .1:69
Steak Special
Chicken-n-Biscuits - - - - - - _ - 95c
Steak Special - - - - - ~- - - . 1.69
Country Style Dinner - - . _ • • 1.69
Old Fashion Baked Chicken - •• ?.OS

DISCOUNT
70
10 01
DUTCH PANTRY@

ON TOTAL GUEST CHECK OVER
$1.00 ON THE INSIDE ONLY

FAMILY RESTAURANTS

& SILO DRIVE- IN
HOURS:Weekdays 7 A.M.- 11 P.M.
Fri. & Sat. 7 A.M . - 1 A.M.

••

Phone 626-9910
56th St. & Hillsborough Ave.

INTERVIEWS f .o r:

By LARRY GOODMAN
Fine-Arts Editor
In some two weeks USF will
be hit by what may be the zaniest bit of tom-foolery students have seen here since
who-knows-when. (That is, if
you discount last summer's
"Charley's Aunt," which was
a masterpiece in its own cate·
gory.)
"A Funny Thing Happened
On the Way to the Forum" if nothing else - is the longest
titled show to turn up here
since the spring of 65's "Oh
Dad, Poor Dad, Momma's
Hung You in the Closet and
I'm Feelin' So Sad." The antics in that one left audiences

holding their sides.
"A FUNNY THING"
which we must conveniently
abbreviate - will be given in
two series of three consecutive nights (Feb. 16-18 and 2325). But if the show turns out
to be half as popular as the
Broadway version, tickets will
be long-gone before the second series opens.
The quickest look at the
Broadway success is through
its reviews, and there are
some dillies! How's this for a
starter: "the show is so
shame I e s sly funny, it
suggests, contrary to what
history says, that Rome fell
from laughing too much" Life Magazine.
Or this: "It is quite a trick

North of Fowler Ave.

INTERIOR
LATEX PAINT

White Artist Canvas Type

$1.88
---l"xr'-Gal.

CLEAR HEMLOCK
STRIPPING

MESROP KESDEKIAN

For Canvas Framing

Y2c
5
-------Ft.

All Types of Hardware,
Tools, Paint & Accessories,
and everything in

BUILDING
SUPPLIES

Connecticut Mutual Life

Ph. 932-362 2 or 935 - 9603
OPEN MON.-SAT.
7:30 - 6:00
...__ _ _ _ _....,;..~----'

INSURANCI; LOMPANY • HAR rmRD

'

~~
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k

~J

1
1
I
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Beckett Play Said Well-Done
A blind man calls into the
emptiness: "Clov." No 6ne
answers. A man looks 0\/t of
a window at the world and reports what he sees: "Zero,
zero, and zero."
These lines follow the general tone of Samuel Beckett's
play "Endgame" which was
presented Jan. 28 by the
Speech Department.
The set for "Endgame,"
done in Readers' Theatre
style, was as limited as possible: hand props, but no doors
or windows.
"Endgame" seemed to have
little plot structure. There
was little action and dialogue
was presented in l!. stream ofconsiousness manner. Yet,
throughout the entire play,
the characters also dreaded
"the end."

'

.

Band To Play At 2 P.M.

What "the end" meant is
not clear. Perhaps it meant
t he end of the world or the ~
end of their lives. Several f:~
'(<l
times during the play, Clov, .'~
the servant of the blind man, ~~
threatened to leave but did ~~
not. Several times the blind
man told Clov to go and then
called him back. All of this
showed their inability to handle time.
While the characters wavered in constant indecision
and engaged in pointless activities, the mood also seemed
to shift. Audience response
was s p e c i f .i c. Boisterous
laughter alternated with tense
silence.

The actors, Bill Alexander
and Gordon Santmyers handled shifts in mood very deftly. Doug Kaye and Renee
Gross, operating the puppets,
projected these characters
quite well even in the absence
facial expression. Several
Cline To Hold Position of
s u b t 1 e production touches
Robert S. Cline, dean of the helped to make this an outCollege of Business Administra- standing performance.
tion, has been elected to the
The next presentation is
Stockholder's Advisory Committee of the Northside Bank of scheduled the latter part of
March.
Tampa in balloting Jan. 19.

The University Band, under the direction of Dr.
Gail Sperry, will perform today in the patio of the
Fine-Arts Humanities Building. Featured number will
be Robert Russell Bennett's "Suite of Old American
Dances." In addition, a brass choir of six players will
play "Esta.mpie" by Nelhybel, a contemporary Czech
composer.

Lennon Poetry
Read Today
The Readers Theatre Coffee
Hour today will feature the
poetry and prose of John Lennon of the Beatles. The coffee
hour will be at 2 p.m. in CTR
252.
Participat ing in the program are Peggy Apgar, Joseph D'Esposito, Elizabeth
Anne Lynch, John Tatum
McCollister, Mary Kinney,
Leo Chapelle and Brion
Black. Joey Argenio is the
student director.
"Mod" costumes, and appropriate music and lighting
will be used to enhance the
readings.

Terrace
Beauty Salon
ALL PHASES OF
BEAUTY CULTURE
9303 56th St.
Temple Terrace
Shopping Center
PliONE 988-2798

•I

1

COMING! FRIDAY, FEB. 3
CURTIS HIXON HALL
8:30P.M.
FIRST TIME IN TAMPA!

...

12200 Nebraska Ave.
Just Three Block~

Mr. Russell Shaw, Jr., Supervisor
Thursday- February 2, 1967

~

Zany Bit Of Tom-Foolery A-Coming

PAY-LESS
LUMBER CO.
This Program is designed to develop young men
for careers in life insurance sales and sales management. It provides an initial training period of 3
months (including 2 weeks at a Home Office School)
before the men move into full sales work.
Those trainees who are interested in and who are
found qualified for management responsibility are
assured of ample opportunity to move on to such
work in either our field offices or in the Home Office
after an initial period in sales.
The Connecticut Mutual is a 119 -year-old company with 580,000 policyholder-members and over
six billion dollars of life insurance in force. Aggressive expansion plans provide unusual opportunities for the men accepted.
Arrange with the placement office for an interview with:

A

A brass choir and sele?tions es from the later part of last ~t.~
from Porgy and Bess Will be century. Bennett also gives .
}
special features of two concerts them a humorous treatment.
thi~ we.ek; one today by the The University - Community ~
Umvers1ty Ba~d and one Tues- Orchestra will give a concert in }~
day by the Umvers1ty - Commu- t h e Teaching Auditorium- 'i
Theatre Tuesday at 8 :30 p.m. 'i
nity Orchestra.
·~
The University Band, a stu- The concert will be free.
dent organization, will perform The University - Community :~
today at 2 p.m. at the patio of Orchestra is an amateur symFine Arts - Humanities Build- phony orchestra, and three - k
ing-:' A brass choir of six players fourths are students. It has ~
will play Estampie by Nelhybel, about 85 members.
a contemporary Czech compos- A baritone soloist, Gerald M.
Rey~olds, assistant professor of
..
er. .
Durmg the 45 mmute con- mus1c at USF, will sing selec- ~
cert, the Band will also play tions from P,orgy and Bess by .·.
(
"Suite of Old American Dane- George Gershwin.
es" by Robert Russell Bennett, Other features of the concert ; ;
who is most well - known for his will be "Suite from the Water ~~
Broadway compositions. "Suite Music" by Handel, the Ninth l~
of Old American Dances" is a Symphony by Shostakovich and !E
· '·.
modernization of American dan- Fetes by Debussy.

By KATIE CAMERON
Correspondent

Susan Stockton and Elaine
Levine.

admission

Howard
bara Parker,
e r,
B e c kJohn
Willard
Schmitt,
Barry Mowat, Bob Erwin.
John Boyle, John Chamber~
lain, Terry O'Connor, Peggy
tDetails next issue)
~
Apgar, Oscar M a r t e n e t,
""
iWlft'lW:'iti'fii:&1;Nl8Ni~!Wtwwm:>%W:~<itWiWli®W;;@$M@i.@,WJ.m:m!tim~,.
-,;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;====;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~I Wayne Marsh, Ellen Methvin,

Monday TuesdayWednesday Thursday Friday &
SaturdaySunday-

dent and winner of its first
prize.
Sunday's program will be
as follows: Concerto No. 6
("La Paule") - Rameau;
Concerto in D Major for
Trumpet - Torelli ; Concerto
in E Major for Violin Bach; Concerto in D Major
for Trumpet - Telemann;
Serenata notturna in D Major
- Mozart; Rumanian Folk
Dances - Bartok.
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Brass Choir Tops
Concert Selections

'Triple-A' Will Open
Friday On BSA Stage
By LARRY GOODMAN
Fine-Arts Editor

It·
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to churn harlotry, transvestitism, narcissism, virginity, lechery and young love into a
pleasing mixture, but the boys
have done it here." - The
New Yorker. And so on.
But what about the plot?
Let's take The New Yorker's
summary of the show and, instead of the Broadway names,
fill in the blanks with the USF
cast. We come up with this:
"The scheme of this. amiable exercise has to do with the
efforts of a slave (Don
Moyer) to gain his freedom

by delivering a virgin intact
to his master's son (Don Sadler) . The girl, a knockout
(Fay deBartolo) chances to be
in residence in a brothel,
more or less on ice until a
self-centered warrior (John
Ryan) who has purchased her
returns from battle. As it hap·
pens, she is also desired by
the slave's elderly master."
To this lively USF cast, add
a domineering wife (Holly
Gwinn), a nervous straw boss
of the slaves (Brian Black), a
confused, old Roman citizen
(Jerry Peeler), anti a lean
and hungry procurer (Doug
Kaye). There are several
courtesans who are n o t
obliged to do much but have
a great deal to do with the
show (said Howard Taubman
of the New York Times).
They are Peggy McGrath,
Carol Oditz, Jill Johnson and
Aleida Chumely. Others in the
company are Nita Laca, Jim
Scott and Barbara Richardson.

comedy era when the comedian - not the plot, songs,
girls, sets and costumes were what counted."
Directing the show is director - in - residence Mesrop
Kesdekian. Kesdekian said
last week, "I personally feel
this is a more difficult play
than "Death of a Salesman."
Kesdekian said that he
looked basically for the actors
with confidence in their performance and who had an enjoyment in acting. He is quite
pleased with the caliber of our
students. Not only are they se-

rious, he said, but involved
and excited as well.
Set designer is Prof. Russell
Whaley, chairman of the
Theatre Department. Dur)ng
trimester ill-A, Whaley will
direct the company of " A
Funny Thing" on its tour of
armed forces bases, since
Kesdekian will be leaving
USF at the end of this trimester's residency.

Prices $3.50, $3, $2.50, $2
TICKETS NCY! ON SALE at
CURTIS HIXON BOX OFFICE.
ALL AREA
SEARS ROEBUCK STORES,
BELKS OF BRITTON,
BRmON PLAZA
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DO YOU HAVE LAST TRIMESTER
BOOKS ON YOUR SHELF?
THEY MAY BE WORTH $$ THROUGH
OUR WHOLESALE MARKETS
BRING THEM IN -

WE'LL CHECK THEM WITH YOU

UNIVERSITY EXCHANGE
BOOKSTORE, INC.

TAUBMAN SAID the show
has mined the plays of
Plautus, silent screen farces,
burlesque (the old definition
of comedy), vaudeville and
the raffish musicals of the
twenties.
"A Funny Thing," he said,
"reminds you of the musical

10024-30th St. (3 blocks No. of Busch Gardens) Ph. 932-7715.

The Tampa Jaycees'

MISS TAMPA PAGEANT·
has awarded more than

$6,000
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in

SCHOLARSHIPS

to Miss Tampa Contestants in the past four years.
For further information on entry requirements call
the Jaycee Office 229-0911 IMMEDIATELY.

DEADLINE FRIDAY, FEB. 10

